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ABSTRACT 

 

The subject of this thesis is to document and reflect upon the design process for Temple 

University’s planned production of Rachel Atkins’ adaptation of William Wycherley’s The 

Country Wife. This account will discuss the process from inception through when production was 

postponed for public health reasons due to the global pandemic caused by the novel coronavirus 

COVID-19. This work will also serve to provide detailed descriptions of the costumes to be used 

by the costume shop to re-mount the production in August 2020.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 My connection with this show begins in the fall of 2013, during the first semester 

of my undergraduate program at The Conservatory of Theatre arts at Webster University 

in St. Louis, Missouri. I was 18, away from home for the first time, and had chosen to 

pursue a career in the arts. The program was rigorous and stressful, creating lasting 

training that I base my art on today. My first assignment was as assistant costume 

designer to Cynthia McDonald on her senior project of The Country Wife. This 

production was my first experience with post-secondary theatre and taught me many 

lessons and shaped my view as an artist.  

 The 2013 production of The Country Wife taught me about costume history, the 

realities of working in a costume shop, and gave me guidance from someone older and 

wiser than myself. Cynthia was the model Texan with abandon and zeal for life, I was a 

reserved small-town girl from Iowa. Having the experience of working closely with 

someone who was not only a talented artist, but an outgoing individual let me learn the 

ropes of costume design and gave me a new outlook. The period costumes and skilled 

acting the conservatory training produced only invigorated my passion for the arts and 

cemented my decision to make theatre my craft.  

 Having such a positive experience with this text—and fond memories of working 

on the production—I chose to submit this play for consideration to the season selection 

committee at Temple University for their 2019-2020 season. I pitched this play as being a 

learning experience for both actors and designers which would fill a period movement 
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desire that was shared among faculty, staff, and students. While the subject matter of The 

Country Wife can feel distant and vacuous to modern audiences, the bawdy humor and 

ornate design motivated me to advocate for the text.  

 I was delighted when I learned the production was selected. I learned about its 

selection during the spring of 2019, along with the undergraduate class during 1087 when 

Peter Reynolds announced the entire upcoming season. The only question then was who 

would be assigned the design. I was originally slated to work on the musical adaptation of 

Love’s Labour’s Lost set to perform in Randall Theatre, but after consideration of space 

limitations The Country Wife was moved to the space; It was to be the final mainstage 

production of the semester with myself as the designer. While I was disappointed to miss 

out on the opportunity to work on a Peter Reynolds directed musical, I was eager design 

this lascivious work for director Brandon McShaffrey, whose aesthetic eye was sure to 

produce a risqué and exciting piece.  

 I finished the 2019 spring semester with the knowledge of my assignments to 

return to Logan, Utah, where I work for the Utah Festival Opera and Musical Theatre 

during their summer season. While in Utah I was casually checking on my studies back in 

Philadelphia when I saw promotional materials being disseminated via Temple Theatre’s 

promotional marketing. Eagerly, I clicked the link and was brought to the official 

webpage for the school. I was perusing the details of the marketing entry when I found 

something I wasn’t expecting. I saw that the play was going to be an adaptation of 

Wycherley’s work written by Rachel Atkins. I went to search for the text, and could not 
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find one, nor information about this adaptation. I wasn’t too concerned, knowing that I 

would soon have the information I needed and pondered what this play would look like.  

 Upon my arrival back at Temple in the fall of 2019 I discussed this adaptation 

with costume shop supervisor Jennielynn Streed, who told me that the play utilized mask 

as a narrative tool and cut non-essential characters. I was intrigued by what rules this new 

text could bring to the world of the play, and how I could utilize the costume shop’s 

production capabilities to the fullest. This was the planning that was put in place prior to 

the design for The Country Wife. 

 A final element that played a crucial role in the process of this production was the 

nature of the financial security of the 2019-2020 season. In the spring of 2019 Temple 

University announced planned budget cuts.  No one knew what that would mean for the 

department and for the designs. This brought talks of layoffs, questions about job 

security, and general unease. This, paired with plans for a new theatre construction, 

spread people thin and made the remaining staff play multiple roles. This was the 

environment in which I set about designing the fall musical Sweet Charity, assigned to be 

my thesis.  

 Due to the general instability, lack of final budget numbers, and production scale, 

the design for Sweet Charity was stifled. While it was a design I was proud of, it was one 

shaped by financial and manpower constraints first and foremost, over the needs of the 

play. While I was very satisfied with the direction and choreography of the production by 

the incredibly talented Maggie Anderson, something felt lacking.  
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 During March of 2020 I found out what I was missing, freedom from constraints 

within the guidance of a powerful collaborator. I figured this out when thinking about 

how fulfilling the design process had been for The Country Wife, even in the face of the 

uncertainty caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. I quickly asked permission from my 

mentor, Marie Anne Chiment, to shift thesis topics from Sweet Charity to The Country 

Wife. I was in high spirits when my request was approved, and set out to write a thesis 

that would not only fulfill the requirements for graduation, but also serve as a means to 

come to terms with the postponement of the production due to the global health crisis and 

subsequent quarantine.   
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CHAPTER 2 

READING THE PLAY 

The Texts 

 It was the middle of the fall semester when I finally began my design process for 

The Country Wife. I started by reading the original text, choosing to use The New 

Mermaids’ modernized edition edited by former Senior Aberystwyth University Lecturer 

James Ogden (Wycherley, trans. 2017). It was an easy decision made for the powerful 

and concise nature of the edition, which included full annotations, introductions, and 

history. This edition helped me easily connect with the original text and gave me the 

framework to approach my design in an educated manner.  

 This edition included a new introduction written by University of Oxford 

professor Tiffany Stern, which laid out a basic analysis of the play. This was such a 

useful resource during my research that I kept the highlighted and underlined hard copy 

of the play close by while I was forming my design. I gained a new perspective about the 

text, including additional information that I did not research during my first interaction 

with this play six years ago. The main element that the introduction and annotations shed 

light on was the nuance in the subversive nature of the double entendres. Much of the 

wordplay was far from my mind during my first experience with the play. This leisurely 

return to the text felt like a hearing a good joke from an old friend.  

 Set in 17th century London, the play centers around the classic libertine character 

Harry Horner and his attempts to put horns on husbands by seducing their wives. Written 

in 1675, this work captures English Restoration comedy in its prime. This text provides 
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for an important tool in educating students about this transitional period. I will discuss the 

historical significance of this work in chapter three.  

 The structure of The Country Wife can be broken down into three plots. Firstly, 

there is the scheme from Harry Horner to use the ruse of a eunuch to gain access to 

London husband’s wives.  Secondly, the narrative of the daily life and struggles of the 

titular country wife—Margery—and her marriage to her new husband, Jack Pinchwife. 

Thirdly, the ill-fated romance between Frank Harcourt and Alithea—Jack Pinchwife’s 

sister, who is betrothed to Sparkish. This framework sets up the multiple love plots that 

run together and depend upon each other.  

Comparing the Texts 

 The adaptation used for this production was written in 2017 by dramatist Rachel 

Atkins. Atkins, who works as a scriptwriter for the Seattle based company Living Voices. 

This company produces educational theatre which focuses on historical issues and social 

justice and caters to school and community programs. The influence of Living Voices 

and its mission finds its way into this adaptation as evident in the author’s note. The 

adaptation places a modern lens through which to view the original text nearly in its 

original form. The author’s note is as follows: 

The intention of this adaptation is to re-imagine Wycherley’s classic Restoration 

comedy as inclusive and relevant to contemporary women and people of color by 

drawing out the themes, ideas and humor that speak to a modern audience, while 

retaining the essentials of the original plot and heightened language. Making the 
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text more accessible and the social commentary more relatable, I hope to 

highlight the connections between the world of the play and 21st century society. 

Please use the direct address frame of the prologue and epilogue to contextualize 

those connections, as well as by having characters observe scenes in which they 

are not participants . . . The goal is to give both representation and an entry point 

for artists and audiences who might otherwise feel alienated by this kind of classic 

theatre. (p. 4)   

 Following the author’s wishes, the design team placed enormous value upon 

diversity and inclusion. The topics of gender and race became the forefront of the design. 

While the significance of these topics was not taken lightly, due to the comedic and 

fanciful nature of the show, these themes were afforded a degree of levity. This made 

decision making rather pleasant and worry-free. The design, therefore, placed a greater 

significance upon character over broader societal commentary.  

 The explicit casting instructions brought a second level to the design. Typically, a 

design focuses mainly on the text and the narrative character. Due to the emphasis placed 

on inclusion in casting, the design team had to also think about the actor’s personal 

gender expression. It was important that a part of the design was truthful and 

synonymous with both the narrative character as well as the actor themselves.  

 The first example of this modern perspective can be seen in the character of Frank 

Harcourt. In the original text, Frank is a rough court libertine. He is a character driven by 

traditional masculine libertine values and tropes. In Atkins’ adaptation, the author 

explicitly requests that the character of Frank Harcourt “should preferably be cast with a 
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female, nonbinary, trans, or genderfluid actor” (p.3). This upends the traditional gender 

norms of the period and layers a modern take on the character.  

 While the character arc of Frank does not change the lens through which we are 

seeing the narrative does. Frank’s arc is to make Alithea, a woman, fall in love with him. 

This transgressive behavior is heightened by the decision to cast a female actor as Frank 

Harcourt, deepening the romantic situation with a queer layer.  

 A second example of the modernization of the adaptation is in the character of 

Lucy. In the original text Lucy plays a small yet important role as a maid to the Pinchwife 

family. Tiffany Stern describes Lucy in the introduction to the modern edition as: “the 

most shrewd and scheming person in the drama is both a woman and of the lower orders” 

(p. xvi). In the original text Horner plots with the Quack to spread the rumor that he has 

been made impotent. Atkins combines the roles of Lucy and the Quack and shifts the 

significance of a traditionally male character to that of a traditionally female character.  

 The adaptation also cuts the characters of Old Lady Squeamish, Dorliant, and The 

Boy. The former two are minor yet important roles, with the latter being combined into 

Lucy’s role. This minimization of the cast of characters is both a reflection of modern 

desires to streamline cast size for monetary reasons, as well as make the text less 

confusing, with excess characters and names to remember. A quack in 17th century 

literature is a common figure. In the 21st century that character could be seen as off-

putting to an uninitiated audience.  
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 While the edits made in the adaptation of The Country Wife are significant, the 

dialogue remains remarkably similar to the original text. This adaptation adequately 

provides an abridged version of the classic text through which newcomers can interact 

with the narrative. The adaptation also sufficiently subverts traditional norms to the 

degree it places more importance on producing this text the current environment. 
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CHAPTER 3 

TEXT ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH 

Text Analysis Research 

 Text analysis is the foundation to good theatre. This mindset was instilled in me 

through my undergraduate training at Webster University. My former mentor Dottie 

Marshal Englis was the professor who taught me the fundamentals of design. The two-

page document outlining text analysis I received during that course became the 

organizational means through which I investigated this text. (p. 4) 

 My research lead to the creation of a concise document I could share with my 

collaborators. This research centered around historic research surrounding England in the 

late 17th century and the socio-political events that shaped the period in which this play 

was written. My analysis included a text outline, transcript of significant poetry, and a 

curated collection of images significant to the artistic values of the period.  

 Seventeenth century in England was a time of major historic events. During the 

first quarter of the century much of Europe was engaged in the Thirty Years’ War. One 

cause of this conflict was the religious divisions between Catholics and Protestants, a 

motive that would also drive following wars. In 1642 King Charles I and his supporters 

reached a tipping point over religious and political differences and engaged in civil war 

with the Parliamentarians. This conflict ends with the beheading of Charles I and the 

flight of his son Charles II to mainland Europe, as well as the rise of Puritan views during 

the Interregnum thanks to Oliver Cromwell.  
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 This period of English history sees a decade of Puritanical rule that leaves theatres 

closed for nearly two decades and women barred from the stage. Luckily for theater 

Cromwell died in 1658, which allowed for the return—or restoration—of Charles II to 

England. During the exile of Charles II, he gained libertine values and was notorious for 

his personal love live. Charles reopens theaters in 1660, and the English stage can once 

again see life. The type of theatre that emerges from this return strongly opposes formerly 

strict moral views and flourishes in licentious abandon under his reign.   

 Along with the return of the monarchy London also undergoes restoration after 

the Great Fire of London in 1665, and a plague the subsequent year. This allowed for the 

rebuilding of and creation of many significant architectural projects, most notably those 

by architect Christopher Wren, who was supported by Charles II. This creates a clear 

period of transition from the relatively short Puritanical rule towards the libertine views 

of Charles II within the overarching Baroque period.   

 The English Restoration sees a fascination with the character type of the libertine. 

Libertines are those who have little moral code and a zeal for sexual hedonism. This 

erotic abandon helps create this very niche period in English literature. Wycherley writes 

The Country Wife in 1675, during the height of Charles II reign. According to Tiffany 

Stern “king Charles II loved it enough to see it three times, and is said to have joined in 

the ‘dance of the cuckholds’ at the end of one performance” (p. vii) The desire to break 

free from the Puritanical views of Cromwell shines brightly in the sexually explicit text.  

 The Country Wife is an excellent choice for post-secondary educational theatre. 

This play allows students to research a very specific period in both theater and world 
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history. Similar texts of the period include those by famed English female playwright 

Aphra Behn. While many theater history courses include Behn’s The Rover, the themes 

of this play are much more overt in their depiction of sexual violence. The Country Wife 

is a comparable text that fulfills the same language and design roles as The Rover, while 

remaining more lighthearted.   

Period Costume Research 

 My research process for The Country Wife began with text descriptions of the 

costume. I started with Lucy Barton’s standard Historic Costume for the Stage (1935). 

This text, however antiquated, is a vital resource for technical theatre costume 

production. One of the reasons I like to use this text is the way the author organizes the 

descriptions of costume. She collects each section with a heading relating to the part of 

the body being discussed. This method resonates with my learning style and reminds me 

of the way I was taught this subject. I synthesized my research of this text into four pages 

of notes I could share with my collaborators.  

 The greatest collection of curated visual images came to me through costume 

shop Master Tailor and Cutter/Draper Kevin Ross. During my process I came to him and 

asked his advice on resources. He bestowed upon me his personal notes from his graduate 

studies at Pennsylvania State University. These notes were a mix of images I had already 

come across, as well as a number of new images that proved invaluable. These notes also 

included concise annotated vocabulary that allowed me to communicate the specifics 

needs of this period.  
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 The sartorial significance of the Restoration is also paramount. Charles II and his 

effects on court fashions form the origins of the garments that become the modern suit. 

Prior to 1660 men’s clothing are comprised of doublets or jerkins on the torso with 

voluminous breeches on the legs. After a trip to Persia, the King fancied a new fashion 

called a coat. According to Lucy Barton, the first coats were collarless and with slightly 

flared skirts and may or may not have included waistcoats (p. 464). 

 Women’s fashion is also unique during this period. Female silhouettes consisted 

of long busked stays or bodices that ended slightly below the natural waistline. Tabs were 

an optional design detail that allowed for the flaring and gradual transition of the waist to 

the hips. The skirts would then emerge with great fullness from this point. What makes 

this period distinct is the structural support garments found under skirts. Skirts of this 

period would rely on soft supports like bum rolls and bustle style padding. This makes 

the Restoration silhouette stand out from the farthingales of Spain and the panniers of 

France.  

 A general feminine silhouette that would not be uncommon for the period would 

be the emphasis of the décolletage. The bosom was a very prominent and significant 

display for women of all statuses. My research on this topic lead me to a fashion history 

blog called Isis’ Wardrobe which from which I included text from a post titled The bared 

bosom in 17th and 18th century art (Mussenden, 2013). One important point this post 

made was how the bosom was viewed under a different cultural perspective. It was 

common for breasts to be bare during masks, plays, and ballets, as well as represented in 

art to signify maternal care, high birth, or chastity. What would have been more 
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scandalizing would be the display of the legs. This emphasis on the upper chest and bust 

would feature heavily in the design.  

 Looking back at the social events of the period, one interesting tradition that 

emerges during the Restoration era is the Breeches Role. This is the tradition of a woman 

donning men’s clothing to play a male character. This was considered to be very risqué as 

the women’s legs and figure would be on full display. This is an important element in 

The Country Wife as Act I concludes with the plot point of Margery Pinchwife dressing 

as a young boy to go into town. Knowing the historical significance of the period helped 

my view of this scene and informed me of its relevance.  

 It was during this point of the process I created an act scene breakdown (see 

appendix B) that summarized and organized the framework of play. This document was 

the basis for decision making in regard to the number and style of the costume design. 

Through this paperwork it can be seen when characters make entrances and exits, and 

from what narrative location. Tracking these references influences the design by utilizing 

the costume history of the sartorial rules behind time of day and location to dictate what 

clothing a character is wearing.  

 For example, in act I scene ii, the virtuous gang arrives at Horner’s lodging under 

the pretense of their carriage breaking down. While their motives may be clandestine in 

nature, the pretense of their arrival is one of casual happenstance. It can be concluded 

then that the clothing the trio are wearing is meant for public day wear, and since they are 

traveling by carriage, they have no need for properties such as parasols and the like. A 

second example of this document’s importance is in tracking when gentlemen are away 
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from their lodging. Knowing when someone is at home signifies whether or not they are 

wearing their sword belt; A sword belt is worn in public and away from home and is not 

necessary when a character is in their own lodging.  
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CHAPTER 4 

DEVISING 

The Collaborators 

 Theatre depends upon the collective. Like most group endeavors, all members 

must work in harmony to create a successful product. No project would be successful 

without strong direction. The Country Wife was no exception, from the initial design 

meeting to throughout the entire process director Brandon McShaffrey brought strong 

leadership and clear vision. He did so not what a heavy-handed approach, but rather 

focused on the overall product and placed trust in each of the designers to rise to the level 

of his vision.  

 The first meeting held in regard to the design of The Country Wife was on 

November 22nd, 2019. Those in attendance of this meeting were the director, scenic 

designer, costume designer, lighting designer, composer and stage manager. The meeting 

began with Brandon telling us about his history with the text and his intentions for the 

show. He said that he did not have specifics that needed to be checked off, but rather 

wanted the production to be cohesive and share an overarching and overt design concept. 

His ultimate desire was that the show be ornate and beautiful.  

 We then collectively discussed our first impressions with the text, in which I 

shared my history with the show. This was met with humble gratitude and made me feel 

that this play would be especially artistically fulfilling. 
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  During this meeting we discussed the narrative tool of mask, and whether it was a 

literal or figurative tool. Brandon decided that the references to masks were primarily 

character development notes over literal prompts. I shared a document, seen in figure 1, 

of different styles of masks for the group to consider. These styles of masks included 

traditional modernized venetian styles, fabric and lace masks, and makeup application. 

During this initial meeting Brandon expressed great interest in the makeup application of 

the masks. This would evolve into the face lace I will describe in the following chapter. 

From this document the visual motif of lace was decided upon as being essential.  

 

Figure 1. Preliminary Mask Collage, shown during the first production meeting. 
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 I also shared a full-page photograph of queer country musical artist Orville Peck 

in a photo series done by Shayan Asadi (2018) for the final issue of the gay interest 

magazine Hello Mr. I was drawn to this artist foremost due to his use of a fringe mask in 

his persona, much like other artists who choose anonymity in their art such as Sia, Daft 

Punk, and Deadmau5. Peck’s approach to country music is invigorating in a genre that is 

often hostile to LGBTQ+ artists. He creates a theatrical persona, much like David 

Bowie’s Ziggy Stardust, that does not cheapen his art, but heightens it. This photograph 

depicts a strikingly framed Peck in his signature fringe mask, cowboy hat, and boots 

wearing what appears to be a black slip. The balance of masculine and feminine within a 

theatrical persona staged in a heightened environment established the tone we would end 

up using in our design.  

 

Figure 2. Fashion Photograph of Musical Artist Orville Peck, shown during the first 

production meeting.  
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 The thematic use of music video and fashion photography imagery played heavily 

in the design process of this show. While the final product did not rely exclusively on the 

Hello Mr. spread, its essence did. During collaborative follow up meetings among me and 

fellow designers Riley Wood and Clayton Dombach, we expressed our interests in using 

the stylized motif of lace in a heightened setting. We discussed the qualities that lace 

contains, such as its partial opacity and ornate quality. The ability to simultaneously 

cover and show an object was very intriguing. We also felt that lace patterns were an easy 

way to make the ordinary feel ornate and historic. With these ideas we set about on our 

own to return after three weeks with preliminary designs. (See appendix C).  

The Constraints 

 Every production exists within parameters. For theater, the three aspects of 

project management are timeframe, budget, and labor. These basic factors dictate the 

final product of a production. While the design can be created in a separate artistic 

mindset, at the end of the day the costume designer must merge the qualities of both art 

and management to produce a successful show.  

 The first aspect of the production to consider is timeframe. The Country Wife was 

slotted as the last mainstage production of the season. It was to be produced following the 

Tomlinson stage production of the musical adaptation of Love’s Labour’s Lost, a show 

that had a large cast and proportional needs. While I never felt that the production 

schedule for The Country Wife was delayed by the preceding production, the realities of a 

producing eight shows in as many months takes its toll on a costume shop.  
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 The second production management aspect is budget. Since the budget cuts of 

spring 2019 the costume shop had to find ways to save money. One way was through the 

directive to only use actors’ personal character shoes. Temple University acting students 

are required to own a pair of black character shoes. I took this constraint in stride and 

embraced the modern element, rather than disparage the lack of period footwear. 

Thankfully, The Country Wife had a relatively small cast of characters, which allowed for 

a greater portion of the budget to go to each character.  

 The final production aspect to examine labor. Temple costume shop has two full 

time production technicians, three part time graduate student contracts, part time 

undergraduate contracts dependent upon schedule, and the ability to over hire technicians 

on an as needed basis. This pool of five to seven people are the production staff 

responsible for fulfilling the labor for the shows. While not atypical of theater, the build 

is heavily dependent on the production schedule of two people.  

 An additional factor of labor at Temple is the lack of staff or faculty positions 

responsible for hair and makeup. Often as programs receive cuts, a separate team member 

in charge of the production and facilitation of wigs and make up is removed. This leaves 

an additional proverbial hat that either the designer or manager must wear. For this 

production the decision was made by shop management to hire an outside contractor to 

serve in an instructional and fabrication manner. This allowed the design to include wigs, 

seen in appendix F, that were out of the normal means of production typical four Temple 

Shows.  
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 The constraints of the production means for The Country Wife were the most 

unfettered out of all of the shows I have worked on at Temple. This freedom allowed my 

design to focus on the artistic development and vision of the production, rather than the 

mundane and bureaucratic aspects of a theatrical production. A final factor of personal 

experience also shaped the final design. I had had practice in previous productions 

dealing with the constraints of this company and had learned how to overcome and 

integrate the parameters.   
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CHAPTER 5 

APPROACH 

The Design 

 After the designer and director meeting in November I took my period research 

and set to work imagining the world of Rachel Atkins’ adaptation of The Country Wife at 

Temple University. I knew that the design would feature the visual motif of lace and the 

overall ornate quality of the Baroque period and based many design decisions in this 

knowledge. I also knew that I wanted to emphasize the subversive nature of the original 

text and the modern viewpoint of the adaptation by breaking down traditional silhouettes.  

 I decided to view the traditional period silhouettes through a contemporary 

viewpoint by designing traditional garments in modern materials. This can be seen in 

figure 3, in the design for the character Lady Fidget. The period bodice and skirt shape 

are maintained, but the fabric is replaced with a sheer lace, revealing a modern fishnet 

tight and short beneath. The overall bodice shape is reduced to its minimum, leaving the 

arms bare and free for more contemporary movement. The modern natural hair design 

throws traditional European standards aside and places an emphasis on afro-textured hair. 

This was the first silhouette I approached in my design, and it became the reference point 

from which the other dresses emerged. 
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Figure 3. Costume design for Lady Fidget, exemplifying the design concept of traditional 

silhouettes viewed through a modern perspective.  

 Once I addressed general design and materials choices, I then moved to creating 

rules in which the design would live. These rules dealt with character, color and gender. 

While I knew that I would be modifying the traditional silhouettes, the extent of the 

modifications was undetermined at this point. I never felt like these rules were cannon or 

innately significant, but rather acted as guidelines through which the design developed.  

 I established the motif of black lace stockings from the constraint of using the 

actors personal black character shoes. I turned it into a thematic device that would invert 

the traditional color palette and silhouette. Traditionally men’s and women’s stockings 

and hose would be off-white, opaque, and knit. Following the prompt of using modern 

black character shoes I extended the color into the lower leg. I incorporated the modern 
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element by choosing to place every character in a black lace tight. This subverted the 

European standard of off-white as a neutral base and replaced it with black.  

 Next, I considered gender and silhouette. The traditional gender roles mandating 

specific silhouettes were deconstructed. With both influence from the text and the design 

team the rules pertaining to which bodies could wear certain silhouettes were laid out. 

This process was deliberate and required frequent dialog between the shop and director to 

confirm where lines would be drawn.  

 For example, the character of Mistress Squeamish was cast as male actor, John 

Rouleau. The discussion-making process began with general agreement of what the 

character would wear had a female actor been cast, so John’s costume reflected that 

silhouette through period dress and female styled wig. As a design team we also decided 

to be truthful to the actor’s physical body and gender identity. Brandon expressed his 

wishes that we not add padding in the bust or hips and accentuate the masculine features 

of the actors body. This concept was further developed by the decision that John would 

not shave his body hair, adding an additional layer of subversiveness in a design that 

showcased bare arms and open-work stockings.  

 The final design component to consider was color. I had established black as a 

significant color in the design and knew that the scenic design was relying on a neutral 

off-white palette upon which heavily saturated lights would be cast. I wanted to match 

the energy of the lighting design and incorporate strong and vibrant colors into the 

palette.  
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 The next challenge was in the uncertainty of the costume rentals. I knew that a 

portion of the show would have to be pulled from existing stock and rented, meaning that 

to an extent the exact color would be pre-determined. While this is a common occurrence 

in theater, the small cast size provided glaring opportunity for the overall palette to 

become disjointed. Throughout the process I decided to lean into this factor and continue 

to push and blend colors and prints, regardless of the final product, in order to achieve the 

same level of overall ornament among all costumes.  

 The finalization of the color palette occurred after I pulled a cape from stock and 

found a ready-to-wear blouse from a large clothing retailer. These two items, seen in 

figure 4, created the color palette for the protagonists Alithea, Margery, and their maid 

Lucy. Blue became a representation of the benevolent characters and would work in 

striking contrast to the superficial color pallet of pink and purple that emerged in the 

design for the virtuous gang.  

 

Figure 4. Costume Pieces Which Determined the Palette, examples of the pre-existing 

costume pieces that determined a portion of the color palette of the show.  
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 The color palette for the masculine silhouettes tended to be based in a neutral 

black or brown and were able to match the level of ornamentation of the feminine 

silhouettes by relying on metallic fabrics. A final element of the costume design related 

to color was in the foundation color of the lace. I wanted to shift the narrative of black as 

a color worn by an antagonist and white worn by the protagonist. I decided to choose 

fabrics for the protagonist’s skirts—Alithea and Margery—that were based in black 

whereas the virtuous gang had lace based in white. This allowed for the virtuous gang to 

have a certain levity and superficiality that contrasted with the development and character 

arcs of the protagonists.  

The Build 

 After my final costume designs were approved by my mentor and the director the 

costume shop could move forward with finalizing decisions regarding the build, it was 

clear that a portion of the show would need to be rented, as the costume stock was limited 

in this period. The specific design also did not lend itself to readily available pre-made 

garments as well. This made the need to build a significant portion of the show if the 

design were to be produced as in the manner it was conceived.  

 The decision was made to completely build the feminine silhouettes in the show. 

This was the five dresses worn by the characters Alithea, Margery, Lady Fidget, Dainty 

Fidget, and Mistress Squeamish, as well as a bodice for Jaspar Fidget. Draper Kevin Ross 

draped the dresses in a manner that was true to period yet was constructed in a manner 

that would allow for easy movement. This was achieved through using a semi-boned 

style bodice that utilized spiral bones, as well as a shortening of the length of the busk of 
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the bodice. The skirts were designed to be cartridge pleaded and supported by stiff 

netting rather than the traditional bumroll, also allowing for more movement.  

 After pulling what I could from our existing costume stock, I looked to sourcing 

costumes form rental houses. We ended up renting costumes for TDF The Costume 

Collection, The Oregon Shakespeare Festival, The Guthrie, and Goodspeed. While the 

Guthrie, OSF, and Goodspeed could provide affordable digital communication regarding 

available costumes the nature and size TDF The Costume Collection meant that in-person 

pulling would be required. 

 In January assistant Natasha and I made our way to Astoria, Queens, to the 

warehouse storage for TDF. There we pulled a wide variety of items attempting to match 

the color palette in as close to the color palette as possible. The challenge of pulling 

costumes is finding not only the correct color and style of garment, but also the correct 

size. Design college theatre means that the bodies we are designing for are youthful, 

which typically means smaller and slimmer than other demographics. This made finding 

costumes that were most likely built for more fully grown bodies that would fit the 

youthful physique of the majority of the cast somewhat challenging.  

 While the contracts and paperwork were being finalized to rent the chosen 

costumes, I began to purchase the items that would were not set to be rented or pulled. 

These items were primarily accessories, shirts, and undergarments. I sourced various 

masks, jewelry, sword belts, and lace shirts to complete my design. (See appendix E).  
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 Plans to build other garments also occurred during this time. Kevin draped a vest 

for the character of Frank Harcourt. Jennielynn personally constructed (with some help 

from Theatre Office Manager Karen Austin over spring break) the majority of the cravats 

in the show, allowing for the full implementation of my design to be produced. The 

number of items and major builds the shop managed to complete was astounding.  

 The final major build came from fellow graduate candidate Hannah Compton. She 

draped the bodice worn by Jaspar Fidget for actor Kaylee McNeil. Hannah’s expert eye 

allowed her to produce a challenging garment in a short timeframe, as she had just 

finished designing the production of Love’s Labour’s Lost in March. Thanks to our 

repertoire as coworkers communicating the needs of the bodices was easy. The fabrics I 

ended up choosing, however, were difficult to work with, yet Hannah managed to 

manipulate them expertly.  

 

Figure 5. Jaspar Fidget Technical Line Drawing, given to draper Hannah Compton do 

assist in the fabrication of the bodice.   
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 During this phase of the design we solidified the concept of the face lace. It was 

decided that the lace would be an applied piece of fabric that was to be worn throughout 

the entire show. The design of the lace would coordinate with the fabric of the costume 

and trim. These face lace masks would be work under the narrative masks used in Act II. 

The finale of the show—The dance of the cuckolds—was designed to bring together the 

use of mask as an overall design choice by incorporating masks in this section. I sourced 

horned masks for the husbands that were cuckolded and horned devilish masks for those 

doing the cuckolding. The others would wear pierced metallic masquerade style masks in 

two colors—pink and black.  

 In February Natasha and I traveled to New York’s garment district to purchase 

fabric for the builds. There we found many ornate fabrics, laces and trims. I focused on 

sourcing the structural fabrics first and had planned on returning to purchase the final 

detail fabrics later. I bought fabric from Mood Fabrics, and through smaller vendors such 

as Hollywood Fabrics. The swathes of these fabrics can be seen in appendix G.  

 I was satisfied with the design and had plans to follow through with all of the 

necessary elements to produce the work when production was halted due the global 

pandemic caused by novel coronavirus COVID-19. The costume design now only 

remains in the current format—planned and documented on paper. The final 

documentation of the costume design in practice can be seen in appendix H. Further 

detail regarding the closure of the production can be found in chapter seven. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DESIGNS BY CHARACTER 

Jack Pinchwife 

 The character of Jack Pinchwife is one of the jealous husband. His former life as 

an ex-rake has taught him little about how to interact with people outside of the act of 

sex. The obstacle he faces in the show is his desire to keep his young country wife from 

being seduced. However, this goal is thwarted by his own actions. He struggles for power 

and control, and in the end of the play sees with his worst fear come true. 

 I approached the design for Pinchwife by considering him the villain of the story. 

He represents the negative force that keeps the titular character from growing as a person 

and having life experiences. I wanted his costume design to represent the patriarchy and 

traditional values that keep people oppressed. Pinchwife is also one of the older 

characters in the play. This led me to the conclusion that Pinchwife would represent the 

most traditional male silhouette in the show. 

  Pinchwife costume design focuses on a complete and traditional theatrical 

representation of 17th century period costume. For the duration of the show he wears an 

opaque white period shirt, gold vest, gold coat, grey breeches, and white cravat. During 

the scenes when he almost engages in swordfight, he has a sword belt with a dagger 

hanger. The pattern of his stockings is of an angular net rather than an organic floral 

pattern worn by other characters. His outfit is complete with a traditional peri-wig style 

wig that is reminiscent of horns, a fitting reference for a cuckhold.  
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 The color palette of Pinchwife’s costume is the most plain. Tan, gold, and grey 

dominate his costume and provides the neural basis for what a traditionally dressed 

character would wear. The design of his coat is the plainest in the show as well, reflecting 

the unfashionable nature of the character, as well as a reference to his time spent in the 

country.  

 In conclusion, the costume design for Pinchwife represents the most traditional 

and straight forward classical design in the show. His neutral color palette and plain 

ornamentation allow his character to blend into the scenic design, rather than stand out 

like the other characters. The imposing stature of actor Tom Schmitz, however, never lets 

this comedic character go unnoticed.  

Margery Pinchwife 

 Margery Pinchwife plays the role of the titular country wife. At first, her character 

is portrayed as the innocent and naive country bumpkin. By the end of the play her 

naivety becomes clandestine guile. Her costume reflects the same silhouette as the other 

dresses but includes sleeves in order to provide more modesty than the costumes of the 

virtuous gang. Her design is also the least reflective of all the female silhouettes. The 

only metallic she wears is in jewelry. This allows Margery to stand out as the simplest 

woman in the show.  

 A challenge in designing this character was the quick change at the end of Act I. 

In ten to fifteen seconds it is expected that Margery become disguised as a little boy. In 

the original text there is at least three minutes of dialogue placed for Margery’s change, 
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allowing for a full costume and wig change. The adaptation trims this portion and creates 

a conundrum for the design.  

 We decided to approach this costume change by blocking her change offstage so 

the actress Avery Infranco would have the help of dressers to achieve this very quick 

change. The dress has a zipper hidden by a placket in the back and a pair of breeches with 

a quick entrance closure. The bodice and skirt would be replaced by a pair of breeches 

and vest with built in sleeves. To complete the change a large cravat would cover her 

décolletage. While I wish the change could reflect a full transition that would have 

included a wig and hat change, the solution planned was the right balance for the show.  

 The color palette for Margery was red, black, and blue. The blue helped relate her 

to Alithea and Lucy’s costumes in a familial relation, and the black net of the skirt added 

depth to a character that can feel, at first, superficial. The inclusion of red allowed for a 

more mature palette for Margery, compared to the pinks of the virtuous gang, and the 

fuchsia of Alithea and Harcourt. The powerful color of red aided in seeing Margery first 

as a young girl out of her element, by the end of the show as a fully developed character 

capable of achieving her desires. 

 In sum, the costume design for Margery Pinchwife utilized color to showcase the 

characters position in the show, as well as the aid in the development of character arc. 

The ensemble would have been completed with a traditional European style of the period 

in an auburn color. The auburn color was chosen to set the character apart from the other 

women in the show, serve as a reference the to the great comedic titan Lucille Ball, and 

allow Margery to be more than a ditzy blonde trope.  
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Lucy 

 In Atkins’ adaptation, the character of Lucy encompasses many more roles than 

originally written. Lucy serves as the maid to the Pinchwife family, the confidant and 

rumor spreader for Horner, and in any other compacity that is advantageous for her. Lucy 

is motivated by her own greed and cunning. Lucy can play any part necessary in order to 

achieve her desires. 

 Lucy is played by non-binary actor Carmen Beadie. Great care was taken to 

choose a silhouette that did not rely overly on either binary silhouette, and one in which 

the actor was ultimately comfortable in. While the final design aligned with the 

masculine silhouettes the genesis for the character was never driven by the need to 

include certain garments.  

 I approached Lucy’s design by thinking about the character as one similar to 

Robin Goodfellow in Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream. I chose this influence 

due to the mischievous and subservient behavior and roles of the characters. By 

imagining the character as an other-worldly troublemaker I was drawn to make choices 

that would emphasize the quirkiness and physicality of a character that traditionally has 

little movement. 

  One example of this design can be seen in the incorporation of the actor’s 

personal glasses into the look. In real life, Carmen wears an oversized pair of acetate 

framed glasses. As they are prescription, they need them to see, and I felt supported in the 
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decision to allow them to wear the modern item. I chose to dress the character in breeches 

to allow for a full range of movement, imagining Lucy to need to run from task to task.  

 Lucy’s color palette is that of the Pinchwife clan of dominantly blue. The cravat is 

made from the same fabric as Margery’s skirt and Alithea’s cape trim. A red lace mobcap 

completes the ensemble, representing the class status of the character. A final piece worn 

by the character is a bag. The design fluctuated between a cross body messenger bag 

style, to a pouch hung from the waist, until it was decided to choose a vintage leather 

fanny pack or bum bag style. This would help tie in the modern glasses in the design, as 

well as reference the sword belts worn by the other characters.  

Alithea 

 Alithea is a challenging character to discuss. She is ultimately benevolent, and 

supports the protagonist Margery, but her actions and mannerisms are motivated by 

decorum, leaving the audience with a colder response that that of Margery, for example. 

Alithea ultimately serves as the object of a love plot between her and Harcourt.  

 Her costume design reflects the period silhouette and is similar to Margery’s in 

the sense that she also has sleeves for modesty. Her color palette is also dominated by 

black and blue, which provides a maturity and mystery for the character. Her accent 

colors reflect the colors worn by Harcourt rather than those of her betrothed, Sparkish.  

 In Act II, I chose to have the character wear a different hair adornment, rather 

than change costumes as indicated in the script. The motivation behind the costume 

change is to signal the character’s wedding day. I chose to instead provide a blue hair 
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adornment that would reflect a wedding veil and help connect the shades of blue in the 

dress and cape. The cape is a narrative tool worn by both Margery and Alithea and was 

necessary to drive the plot. The cape had to have a hood in order to cement the disguise. 

 Actor Cheyenne Parks wears the costume with elegance and grace and brings the 

costume to life. The skirt fabric of the dress is also unique. It is a smooth burnout fabric 

with only a slight metallic accent. Her skirt is the least textured in the show and reflects 

the simple and elegant nature of the Pinchwife family.  

Harry Horner 

 Harry Horner is the ultimate libertine character. His actions are what drive the 

main narrative of the play. I began my design thinking about this character as the anti-

hero of the story. I wanted the audience to like him, however reprehensible his actions 

were. His design is the most pared down and modern masculine silhouette in the show.  

 Horner’s design consists of black leather suspenders, sheer black embellished 

shirt, velvet breeches, and lace cravat. This is the most exposed look he wears in the 

show, he also as a vest for when he needs to match the formality of other characters in 

certain situations. He also has a black sword belt to carry his rapier for the moments 

when swordplay is discussed.  

 If Pinchwife represents the traditional, Horner then represents the modern. His 

design is the most subversive and heightened in the entire show. I approached this design 

by asking the question “what would a modern audience find alluring” and I ended up 
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with a bare chest and leather suspenders. Actor Macksud “Max” Yillah carries the design 

well, as his physique makes the look possible.  

 The color palette for Horner was one of necessity rather than design. I chose the 

shirt to specifically showcase the actor’s body and needed a bright color to balance the 

low contrast shirt. Finding a pair of breeches of any material in any color in the actor’s 

size was difficult. I ended up choosing purple as the accent color for Horner out of a pool 

of extant garments. After I had decided upon the pant, I then chose a fabric for the cravat 

that would bring the color closer to the face. The vest, too, was also chosen after the pants 

were found.  

 In summary, Harry Horner’s costume serves as the anthesis of Pinchwife in 

design. The freedom in his costume is developed further in the choice of wig. While 

Pinchwife wears a wig that is highly styled, Horner’s represents a wig that is evocative of 

a more natural curl pattern. Thusly, Horner conjures the ultimate visions of romance 

cover idols.  

Frank Harcourt 

 Frank Harcourt is a character that serves as confidant and equal to Horner, as well 

as rake to Alithea. His character in the adaptation is also is combined with that of 

Dorliant in the original, making Frank the ultimate right-hand man as there is no other. 

The casting choice of female actor Camille James brought a modern layer to the character 

and was a delightful and symbiotic collaboration.  
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 I approached Harcourt’s design after solidifying Horner’s. I knew I wanted to 

make the two characters similar in silhouette but had the challenge of working with two 

very different bodies. For modesty and aesthetic choices, I wanted to have Harcourt in an 

outfit that would have an opaque covering over the torso. I did not, however, wish to 

compare Harcourt and Lucy—for narrative sake—and chose not to design a blouse with 

sheer sleeves. I ended up designing a vest with a sheer shirt underneath. This would 

fulfill the requirements of a sheer and alluring top that would remain masculine and 

modest.  

 Much like the search for breeches for Horner, I found difficulty in securing a pair 

for Harcourt. I ended up finding a black and brown pair of breeches and made the choice 

of a colorful shirt from there. This serendipitous choice was actually quite favorable, as it 

made Harcourt and Horner similar in color without feeling like they were designed in the 

same garments. The colorful variety of items worn by Harcourt such as the cravat, parson 

vestments, and vest tie into the color palette of Alithea, connecting the relationship 

between the two characters.  

 A second component of the design for Harcourt was the Parson disguise worn in 

Act II. Typically, this disguise is an all-black ensemble of breeches, vest, and coat, with a 

conical hat and white neck adornment. Due to the monetary constraints, I did not wish to 

design the Parson in the traditional manner, opting instead to reflect a Jesuit inspired 

cassock that existed in our costume stock. This was beneficial from both a budget 

standpoint, as well as a practical one, as the change into the cassock would be an easier 

transition to make for the actor.  
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 The last design choice for the Parson look came in the addition of the colorful 

vestments. Originally the design was to utilize a traditional clerical tabbed collar in white, 

but upon inspection the look felt out of place. The show was not meant to be a historic 

museum piece, and thusly I decided to include the colorful vestment and characters 

original cravat. This blending of religious regalia would the joke of the character 

disguised themselves as a Parson, rather than a believable and accurate representation of 

an English parson of the period.  

 A final note about this design came from the interaction with the actor. While in 

the fitting, Camille had nothing but positive comments about the costume. This was a 

relief, as the design presented to her originally did not include the non-Anglican 

vestments and could have felt like a surprise. It was during discussions with Brandon in 

which I learned that Camille had suddenly made the choice to play the parson with the 

energy and zeal of a Southern Baptist preacher. This freedom and trust held among the 

creatives allowed for a fresh take on a character that could feel irrelevant to a young 

American audience. Without the confidence to choose a non-traditional choice for the 

character of the Parson the scene could have potentially looked very different, and 

perhaps less comical. 

Sparkish 

 Sparkish serves the role of the show’s fop. His character represents the most 

ostentatious masculine silhouette in the show. His design balances the traditional 

silhouette choices of Pinchwife with those more modern choices for Horner and 
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Harcourt. His shirt is similar to that of Horner and Harcourt, but he also wears a period 

coat like Pinchwife and Jaspar Fidget.   

 Sparkish is a younger gentleman and is more aligned in age with Horner and 

Harcourt. He fancies himself a wit and wishes nothing more than to be accepted by the 

young men. His costume, however, reflects the traditional silhouette more than the rakes 

of the show. His desire to be fashionable motivates him to wear a gilded coat with 

comically large proportions.  

 Approaching this design was very easy, as the character of Sparkish is very plain 

to understand. I did have a challenge in capturing the characters eternally positive spirit. 

He is titled Sparkish to reflect the concept of something that shines. For this reason, I 

chose to dress him in gold. The light-hearted nature of the character came through after I 

met with actor Ayat Muhammad. His complexion and choice of hairstyle influenced my 

decision to place him in orange, a ridiculous color for a ridiculous character. Thanks to 

the physique and grace of Ayat the character is not lost in this ornamentation.  

Sir Jaspar Fidget 

 Jaspar Fidget is a character concerned more with his work than with his wife. His 

inability to acknowledge or recognize his wife’s adulterous behavior drives the comedy 

of the show. The casting choice of having female actor Kaylee McNeil play Jaspar Fidget 

brought a completely unexpected and comedic layer to the show.  

 Just as with the other characters who defy the traditional gender roles, I struggled 

with finding a silhouette that would suit both the actor and character. Jaspar Fidget is a 
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formal character who would most definitely need to wear a coat. A period coat, however, 

could run the risk of making Kaylee look unflattering. I, with the guidance of Jennielynn, 

chose to put McNeil in a bodice that would be worn under a coat. This design allowed for 

both a formal masculine appearance on a physically feminine body.  

 In terms of the color palette I wanted to relate Jaspar to his wife, so I placed him 

in pink. Kaylee’s complexion was something to take into consideration, so rather than 

choosing a cool pink I designed a warmer coral pink to compliment the actor. This 

orange-based pink would also help the orange in Sparkish’s costume feel cohesive to the 

design.  

 Fellow graduate candidate Hannah Compton draped the bodice for Jaspar and 

expertly produced a bodice from the challenging fabric I had selected. The bodice was 

similar to the other bodices in the show in the general silhouette, however there were key 

differences. The primary difference was in the bust and neckline. I wanted to make 

Kaylee voluptuous, so I designed a sweetheart neckline bodice that would make give the 

actor a large amount of cleavage as well as make the design stand out. The choice of a 

sweetheart neckline also serves as a visual reference to a heart, alluding to the overall 

theme of the show.  

Lady Fidget 

 The design for the character of Lady Fidget was a very easy process. Lady Fidget, 

wife of Jaspar Fidget, is the leader of the virtuous gang, a group of women who tout their 

clean reputation in public yet follow salacious behavior behind closed doors. The 
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emphasis in the trio of the theme of reality vs. reputation made fabricating the façade of 

these women easy. I approached their design by making choices that were the most 

traditional and basic.  

 All of the women share a common silhouette, this emphasizes the relationship 

they have of parroting each other’s desires and actions. The traditional bodice shape is 

broken down to its most basic, leaving a corset-like design that shows off the physique of 

the actors. The over-the-top fabric choices and gaudy jewelry solidify the superficial 

nature of the group.  

 Lady Fidget is the leader of the virtuous gang and thusly needed to draw the most 

attention. She is dressed in a traditional pretty pink dress that exudes sweetness yet hides 

the cutting wit of the character underneath. The small point of the stomacher extenuates 

the bust to waist ratio of actor Jasmyn Ackah, producing a silhouette made for a princess. 

Her ensemble is complete with an understated pink necklace, pink gloves, a pink fan and 

parasol, and dark pink accents in the hair and bodice.  

Dainty Fidget 

 Dainty Fidget is Jaspar Fidget’s sister and is unmarried. She is a member of the 

virtuous gang and participates in their debaucheries. Her color palette focuses on baby 

blue and purple, complimenting actor Dana Liu’s complexion. The juvenile nature of the 

character is accentuated in the large necklace she wears. Dainty Fidget’s design is unique 

in the choice to have shorter gloves and a wider stomacher, balancing Dana’s frame.  
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Mistress Squeamish 

 Mistress Squeamish is the final member of the virtuous gang. She is a cousin of 

the Fidgets and fulfills her namesake well. Squeamish’s design is unique due to the actor 

wearing the costume. Male actor John Rouleau plays Mistress Squeamish. We decided to 

emphasize the masculine traits of the actor’s body in the design, so there was not decision 

to add breast or hip padding to the costume. I also chose to have a wide neckline that 

would emphasize John’s square and elegant shoulders. In order to balance the 

décolletage, I designed a large necklace and bleach blonde wig to help convey the over 

the top caricature of Mistress Squeamish.  
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CHAPTER 7 

POSTPONMENT AND PANDEMIC  

The Pandemic 

 The beginning of the decade came with little worry. Most people celebrated with 

a renewed sense optimism as holiday cheer gave many a needed break opportunity to 

resolve to improve. I was home with extended family, celebrating and working on this 

production. During this time the novel coronavirus named COVID-19 was taking hold in 

Central China’s Huaibei province. The Chinese New Year brought lockdown to the city 

of Wuhan, epicenter of the disease with a population of nearly 12 million. Those in the 

West did not take heed, feeling that the situation in China would be contained to half a 

world away.  

 As the moths passed, the virus gained hold outside of China. Italy became the 

next epicenter, with government action taking place in early March. By this time the 

spread of COVID-19 was global, and its effects would soon be severe. With a Western 

country finally being directly affected by this plight, other countries became more 

concerned with the spread of the disease.  

 The effects of the pandemic reached the United states shortly after news from 

Europe. The epicenter moved from Italy to New York city in late March. Leaders in the 

United States, following the models of those in other countries, asked its citizens to stay 

at home and self-isolate to stop the spread of the disease. There is no end date to the 

lockdown, or a certain timetable of when the country will re-open.  
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 The global death toll at the time of writing this work is 150,000. While the human 

toll of the pandemic is great the economic effects are also severe. Non-essential business 

is closed in many countries, leaving those in fields like entertainment, service, and other 

industries furloughed or laid off. During the four weeks from late March to April 22 

million Americans filed for unemployment.   

 The distressing facts of the COVID-19 pandemic are necessary to address in this 

work to document my experience during a historic event, as well as give sufficient reason 

for the early conclusion to this production. In the end, the larger will remember the 

workers, economic numbers, and statistics. This section can stand as a snapshot of what it 

was like to produce the daily work of a theatrical costume design during a global 

pandemic event. 

The Second Week of March 

 The events of March 2020 happened in rapid succession. The main narrative of 

this period was the overwhelming uncertainty and general apprehension. While the 

lasting effects of the pandemic remain unknown, the current situation seems unreal and 

dire. Writing a thesis on a production that was halted during quarantine is a surreal 

experience. I see it best to describe the second week of March day by day to express how 

things unfolded.  

 The effects of this pandemic on this production began on Wednesday March 11th. 

That was the day the WHO declared COVID-19 a global pandemic. That morning I came 

into the shop before class as usual and heard from Shop manager Jennielynn Streed that 
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by the following Monday, the University would move towards distance learning. I 

couldn’t say I was shocked, as in the days prior many prominent universities and smaller 

surrounding schools had made the same decision. Twelve hours after this interaction the 

University officially announced the closing of in person classes.  

 The next day—Thursday March 12th—I came to work looking for answers. I 

began the morning by shopping in Center City for work and found store shelves lacking 

soap and cleaning products. The purpose of the shopping was to prepare to send students 

home with the materials they needed to successfully continue their studies. As faculty and 

management were struggling to implement plans and formulate a response. Over the 

course of the day, I heard fragments of information, ending with the news that the show 

would be cancelled or postponed. The question of employment would have to wait.  

 The best advice I received during this period came from shop manager Jennielynn 

Streed. On Thursday, she recommended students clear out personal effects and bring 

them home. This advice cemented the finality of the situation and allowed me to prepare 

for the coming months. For this levelheadedness during crisis I cannot be more thankful 

for Jennielynn’s management. Her clear and frank dialogue was the only beacon of 

security in a moment of chaos. This was in sharp contrast to other faculty members, who 

appeared overwhelmed by the situation and had little to offer by way of direction. Times 

of stress bring out the best or worst in people.  

 March 12th was also the day that New York Governor Andrew Cuomo banned 

gatherings of over 500 people. Shortly after this announcement Broadway shuttered its 

theaters. In an instant a plight that seemed distant and comparable to the mundane created 
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immediate and devastating effects. During this day it felt as if the interim would only last 

two weeks, and that work would resume in April.  

 I had made a plan that night to photograph and document as much of the costume 

pieces as possible during the following days four-hour work call. Originally, there were 

plans to perform a “shop Saturday” or a work call on the Saturday prior to dress parade 

that can last six to eight hours depending on the needs of the production. This meant that 

many of the costume pieces were missing components that had been scheduled to be 

completed the following day. I mentally prepared myself to collect the final images of the 

production as I knew it. 

 Friday the 13th seemed particularly fitting for the day that transpired. The 

atmosphere of work and meetings felt sepulchral. The morning began with a meeting 

with the creatives of The Country Wife and the faculty involved with its production. It 

was clear to me that this was not typical business as usual because some of the group 

members appeared to have different priorities.  

 The meeting officially began with a statement from the production manager 

confirming that the show as postponed. They briefly described the status of the situation 

and remarked that all of the cast members would be able to return in the fall, even the one 

that was scheduled for graduation in the spring. In a similar fashion, I was extended 

opportunity to return in the fall in order to assist in the production. This invitation came 

as a surprise as the offer was made in the presence, and I was not given prior notice.  
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 The meeting then turned to director Brandon McShaffrey who spoke about the 

near completion of the technical aspects of the production and his hopes for the 

successful re-mount of the show in the fall. He spoke about the final rehearsal that 

occurred the previous night and the contemplative yet celebratory tone it took. We then 

adjourned the meeting, knowing that would be the last time we would all be in a room 

together for a long time.  

 After the meeting I set to work preparing the costumes for documentation. There 

was an order to shut down all non-essential university activities at 5 p.m. on Friday, so I 

had a strict deadline. While I was completing this task there were also three costume 

fittings scheduled for that day, as well as the assignment to check in all of the rented 

costumes and prepare the paperwork for the possibility of their returns.  

 The costume fittings were strangely business as usual. COVID-19 was the 

elephant in the room, and nobody was wearing a mask. It was pleasant to have positive 

interactions with a few of the members of the cast, and to see costumes in their nearly 

completed form on the actor’s bodies. The overall tone was wistful, with one actor red 

faced from crying. This was due to the notice that students in university housing were to 

move out by the following week.  

 With the help of my assistant, fellow graduate candidate Natasha Dobbs, we were 

able to photograph the costumes, seen in appendix H. We ended the final day in the 

costume shop by frantically preparing to leave the clothes in as complete state as 

possible, as well as organizing the rental costumes for their inevitable return.  
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The Future 

 The future of The Country Wife is still uncertain. April brought more concerns 

regarding the re-opening of the country than answers. The rise of COVID-19 cases has 

continued and has found its way into almost all regions of the country. Broadway has 

extended its closure to at least June, as have many other similar institutions. Temple 

University has moved all summer courses to online learning. Many universities have 

been quietly putting into place planning for online fall semesters, in the event the country 

or state is still in lockdown.  

 Amid these larger global and nationwide concerns the fate of this production is 

put into perspective. At the beginning of this event it felt good and necessary to grieve 

the closures, cancellations, and postponements. Now, after weeks of the secession of in-

person non-essential business the tone has changed. Theater, along with many other 

industries, are trying to find a way through this crisis through new means. 

 The narrative has changed from asking how and when things will return to normal 

to how to flourish in the current climate. Theaters and artists have shifted towards sharing 

online digital content. The current state of theatre is a mix of celebrating pre-recorded 

media and establishing work from home content. Media platforms like Facebook and 

YouTube and video-sharing services like Zoom and Skype propagate live streams and 

continue to provide theatre and the arts for consumption.  
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

 Despite the unfinished conclusion The Country Wife received, this production was 

the most fulfilling and collaborative piece of theatre I have worked on at Temple 

University. I am deeply grateful for the perfect storm of collaborators, vision, and come-

what-may attitudes which gave an old text new life. While I am deeply sorry to not see 

this production on stage according to its timeline, we all have a civic duty to socially 

distance in order to protect the most vulnerable among us.   

 I was very satisfied with my personal collaboration with this project, as well as 

the work as a whole. There was never a time when this show felt as if it was an 

overwhelming exercise in restraint, as often my experience has been. My greatest regret 

was to not see this work unite with all of the disciplines on stage. I am sure had this 

production reached technical dress rehearsals and dress parade I would have felt more 

stress regarding my decisions. At this point the show stays in a stasis of desire to be 

produced and absolute inability to do so.  

 While the future of this production lies in some uncertainty, so, too, does the fate 

of our country and the world do as well. The vivacious and bawdy narrative of The 

Country Wife seems worlds away, but in the writing of this thesis I could revisit this 

collaborative endeavor through a socially distant and personal means. The time spent in 

quarantine writing this work has been a deeply reflective process. 

 While the phrase “the show must go on” is one essential to theatre, in a period of 

essential business only, traditional theater as it stands must go on hiatus. Just as England 
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did during the reign of King Charles II, the world will recover from this interim. It seems 

very fitting that the play that served as my introduction to post-secondary design also 

became the conclusion to my studies. Wycherley’s text and the English Restoration will 

always remain an important poignant experience in my career. I never thought I would 

design my graduate thesis production during a global pandemic, but I am glad to have 

had this work and these collaborators to go through this moment with.   
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APPENDIX A 

PRELIMINARY RESEARCH PACKAGE 
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APENDIX B 

ACT SCENE BREAKDOWN 
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APENDIX C 

ROUGH COSTUME RENDERINGS 
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APENDIX D 

FINAL COSTUME RENDERINGS 
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APENDIX E 

COSTUME SOURCING MATERIALS 
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APENDIX F 

HAIR AND MAKEUP DESIGN 
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APENDIX G 

FABRIC SWATCHES FOR BUILDS 
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APENDIX H 

DOCUMENTATION OF COSTUMES 
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